THE FUTURE OF RETAIL
IS HERE
Fully decentralized peer to peer e-Commerce Marketplace
powered by blockchain technology

Pre-ICO Sale Ended in October, 2017, with a successful raise of over $1.2 Million

by R Tokens (RTK) – The innate cryptocurrency for RPAY
No Platform Fees

No Bank / CC Required

No Monthly Fees

Live Chat with Customers

No Listing Fees

Peer to Peer

RPAY TAKES THE CRYPTO EXPERIENCE BEYOND BITCOINS AND PAYMENT GATEWAYS
Privacy
There is no central server, no personal information is
captured and no data mining. Data cannot be stolen or
sold. Data is distributed across the nodes with redundancy
and context-based dynamic encryption.

RPAY MALL

No Fee or restriction
For most users, products, and services it's free for
both buyers and sellers with the payment method of
your choice including R Tokens, or other crypto
currencies. No middleman, no commissions, no fees.

Investment Growth
See your wallet money grow. With the ever increasing
retail industry globally, the use and value of RPAY and
R Tokens will see an increasing trend.

Integrated RPAY/BTC Wallet

Products and Services

Lowering barriers to entry for crypto users through
integrated wallets and friendly UI is its key adoption
factor.

RPAY shall embrace all products/services be it any
recharges, travel bookings, event bookings, e-commerce
and service payments, etc.

Our Phase II would provide a whole lot of products
available in different categories including electronics,
home appliances, mobile phones, and clothing with
good cash back.

www.rpay.io

Our platform processes the payments directly, without middlemen by using any currency of
your choice converted into RTKs.
The smart contract ensures that the money goes to the seller only when the buyer confirms
the delivery. So, the buyer makes the payment once his/her order arrives which makes it
more convenient for both parties and increases trustworthiness. RPAY combines unparalleled
financial and retail markets' leadership with world-class technologists across multiple fields
in one of the fastest growing fin-tech companies in the world. Our platform is aimed to be
the only distributed ledger platform to have been developed according to the production
requirement of the world's largest financial institutions, in order to ensure security and
transparency. The traditional retail system has its own problems of payment hacks,
cumbersome processing, etc.
RPAY is a pioneering tool to allow consumers and merchants to leverage the power of
cryptocurrency in their everyday life, without having deep knowledge about blockchain or any
crypto technology. RPAY is a revolutionary mechanism to transact and pay for retail products,
e-commerce and all other consumer and professional services through seamless payment
gateway at the point of sale between users through Crypto using a unified and recognized
payment system called R Tokens.
Our Team comprises of people from a diverse background including technology, retail,
banking, marketing, security, and Blockchain, with a combined experience of over 200 years
and spanning 4 continents across the world. Our team is growing continuously and you can
track the same on our company website.
We want people to be able to "make more of their money" and "live the dream". RPAY is
th
the Next Big Change. Join the Change movement at our ICO on this 24 January 2018 at
rpay.io

How does RPAY Work?
You will get R Tokens in exchange for your Bitcoins or Ethereum in your crypto wallet which
can be used for making payments for various goods, services, e-commerce besides Investment
in a Fast, easy, secure manner globally.
RPAY will separate itself from the crowd as being the only company offering decentralized
e-Commerce marketplace, being built using blockchain technology, with the opportunity to
being the first to market and monetize and operate on the scale through its own community
of buyers and sellers.

Contact Us :

RPAY Technologies (SG) Pte. Ltd
1 Rafes place, Tower 2, Level 19&20
Tower 2, Singapore - 048616.
ask@rpay.io
www.rpay.io
+65 68085621 (SG)

